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Abstract The present study examined whether touch

influences the autonomic responses and subjective pain

intensity induced by noxious heat stimulation in humans.

Heart rate and digital pulse wave were recorded. Heat

stimulation was applied to the right plantar foot before,

during, and after touch. Subjective pain intensity was

evaluated using a visual analog scale (VAS). Touch was

applied over the right medial malleolus for 10 min. Two

types of touch were employed in a cross-over double-

blinded randomized manner. When touch was applied with

a soft elastomer brush, heat-induced autonomic responses

attenuated significantly, while VAS scores were unchan-

ged. In contrast, touch with a flat disc was ineffective for

any measurement. Participants hardly perceived a differ-

ence in the texture of the touching materials. The present

study result suggests there are mechanisms in conscious

humans where some sort of touch inhibits nociceptive

transmission into autonomic reflex pathways independent

of sensation and cognition.

Keywords Touch � Somato-autonomic reflexes �
Pain perception � Humans � Cross-over randomized

double-blind trial

Introduction

We may all have experienced that pain is sometimes

reduced by placing hands on the skin near where the pain is

located. In clinical practice, somatosensory stimulation is

used as a way to reduce pain. For example, skin-to-skin

contact reduced crying and cardiovascular responses due to

noxious stimulation (heel stick) for blood sampling of

neonates [1–3]. It was also reported that massage applied to

the trunk may reduce labor pain [4]. Such responses

associated with tactile stimulation may be induced by

various factors, including temperature, smell, and even

psychological influences [2]. In addition, pain inhibition by

somatosensory stimulation is thought to be associated with

moving the individual’s attention towards the stimulation

[5], and with recognition of the source of the noxious

stimulus [6]; however, the mechanism has not yet been

identified.

Recently, we examined whether gentle mechanical

cutaneous stimulation (touch) influences nociceptive

transmission independent of attention and cognition in

anesthetized rats, using a model of somato-cardiac sym-

pathetic reflexes [7, 8]. The somato-cardiac sympathetic

reflexes consist of two distinct reflex discharges, the A- and

C-reflexes, elicited by stimulating myelinated A and

unmyelinated C afferent nerve fibers of the hindlimb,

respectively. It has been shown that touch using a brush

with soft microcones selectively inhibited the somato-car-

diac sympathetic C-reflex [7, 8]. Furthermore, C-reflex

inhibition by the touch was significantly attenuated [7] or
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completely eliminated by naloxone [8], suggesting that

activation of the endogenous opioid system is involved in a

mechanism of the effect of touch. However, touch with a

flat disc on skin did not influence the C-reflex [7].

The textures of the skin stimulation tools used in the

previous study [7] (Fig. 1a) are hardly distinguishable

unless carefully palpated with the tip of the finger. Thus, it

may be possible to exclude the influence of perception of

cutaneous sensory stimulation from the contributing factor.

Of the various somatosensory stimulations, noxious heat

stimulation preferentially excites unmyelinated C-fibers.

Using two textures of skin stimulation tools and a double-

blind randomized study design, the present study examined

whether touch would inhibit autonomic responses and

influence subjective pain intensity induced by unmyeli-

nated C-fiber stimulation independent of perception and

recognition in conscious humans. Parts of the present

results have been published in abstract form [9].

Experimental procedures

Design overview

The present study was designed as a cross-over, double-

blind, randomized trial using two different types of skin

stimulation tools—an elastomer brush (with approximately

400 microcones on a disc, 11-mm diameter) (Somareson II;

Toyoresin, Shizuoka, Japan) and a flat elastomer disc of the

same size (custom-made for our research use by Toyores-

in). A stimulation tool was placed over the right medial

malleolus with an adhesive plaster. The experiment con-

sisted of two 40-min sessions with a 15-min washout per-

iod between the sessions. One type of cutaneous

stimulation tools was employed in the first session, and the

other was used in the second session.

Participants lay supine on the examination table fol-

lowing attachment of the instrumentation (Fig. 1a). During

the experiment, participants wore headphones and

remained supine with their eyes closed, except during the

subjective pain intensity evaluation using a visual analog

scale (VAS). Following a 5-min pre-testing rest period,

participants were instructed to control their respiration

(0.25 Hz, 15 breaths/min) by synchronizing with a metro-

nome rhythm heard through the headphones, and this was

continued until the end of the experimental session. Heat

stimulation was applied every 5 min, for a total of six

repetitions (Fig. 1b). After the end of each heat stimulation,

the participant was instructed to complete the VAS. A

cutaneous stimulation tool was applied after the second

heat stimulation and subsequent VAS recording, and was

removed after 10 min.

Participants

Twenty healthy adult males (with no history of cardio-

vascular disease, diabetes mellitus, or cancer, and with no

analgesic drugs taken on the day of the experiment) par-

ticipated in the present study. The participants were

24.4 ± 6.3 years old and had a body mass index of

22.7 ± 2.1 kg/m2 (mean ± standard deviation). The study

was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of

Helsinki and approved by the human research ethics

committee of our institute. Written informed consent was

obtained from all participants before commencement of the

experiment. All experiments were conducted in a temper-

ature-controlled (23–26 �C), dimly-lit room.

Blinding and randomization

The cutaneous stimulation tools mentioned above were

placed in the same color and shape of cartridge before use

in order to disguise their types, and were packaged as a pair

and the order of application was written on the cartridge.

An examiner arbitrarily chose 1 of 20 pairs of tools for use

and followed the order written on the cartridge in order to

achieve randomization. The probability of either tool being

used first was 50 %. Application and removal of the

cutaneous stimulation tool was performed by the experi-

menter. To ensure the type of a cutaneous stimulation tool

was masked to the experimenter, the experimenter used a

Fig. 1 Experimental setting (a) and protocol (b). The frame in the

upper left of (a) shows scanning electron microscopic views of the

cutaneous stimulation tool surface. The surface was placed on the

skin. A horizontal bar located below the right photograph indicates

the scale (200 lm) for both pictures (a). Heat stimulation was applied

to the plantar foot at a time period indicated by a down arrow (b)

344 J Physiol Sci (2012) 62:343–350
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forceps for handling the stimulation tool and was not

allowed to contact the surface.

Before the experiment started, each participant received

an explanation on cutaneous stimulation: ‘‘there are two

kinds of cutaneous stimulation applied to the ankle and

these are with and without spikes. The order of use is

randomized and no one knows which one is first until this

project has been completed.’’ However, participants were

not informed which type of cutaneous stimulation was

expected to be effective. After the experiment was com-

plete, the participants were asked to describe freely the

perceived differences in the cutaneous stimulation tools,

using a written questionnaire: ‘‘is there any difference in

perception with cutaneous stimulation applied to the leg? If

so, please provide details of it’’. Four out of 20 participants

answered ‘‘had a prickling sensation’’ and ‘‘feeling as there

are spikes;’’ however, two of the four participants gained

such a sensation from the flat disc. Therefore, it is evident

that the double-blind procedure was successful.

Noxious heat stimulation

Noxious heat stimulation was applied with a heat-stimu-

lation device equipped with a Peltier thermode (DPS-

777PH; Physio-Tech, Tokyo, Japan). The contact surface

of the thermode was 30 mm 9 30 mm. The tip of the

thermocouple is located just under the surface of the center

of the thermode and measures the temperature of the

thermode surface (i.e., contacted skin temperature) for

feedback control. The thermode was firmly fitted on the

center of the right plantar foot using pre-taping underwrap

and adhesive tape. The basal thermode temperature was

maintained at 33 �C during the experiment. When heat

stimulation was applied, the temperature increased to

46 �C at a rate of 1 �C per second, maintained that tem-

perature for 45 s, and subsequently returned to 33 �C. It

was found in our pilot study that this form of heat stimu-

lation induced reproducible autonomic responses and pain

within tolerable levels.

Explanations were given to participants prior to the

experiment that heat stimulation at ‘‘a similar temperature’’

would be applied to the plantar foot. They could terminate

the heat stimulation by pressing a hand-switch button if

they felt unbearable pain. Before data recording was star-

ted, the heat stimulation was applied to the plantar foot

once and it was confirmed that the heat stimulation was

sufficient to induce pain within tolerable levels.

Measurement of autonomic responses evoked by heat

stimulation

To evaluate somato-autonomic responses evoked by nox-

ious heat stimulation, heart rate (HR), and the amplitude of

digital pulse wave were measured with an electrocardio-

gram (ECG) and pulse transducer (MP100; ADInstruments,

Bella Vista, Australia), respectively.

The ECG was recorded by attaching disposable silver/

silver chloride electrodes (Vitrode Bs-150; Nihon Koden,

Tokyo, Japan) on the manubrium of sternum and at the

right and left midaxillary lines of the fifth intercostal space.

A pulse transducer was wrapped around the right middle

finger and the change in circumference of the finger due to

the arterial pulse was measured. Since a change in finger

circumference indicates a change in finger volume, this

recording indirectly reflects a pulsatile change in blood

volume in the fingertip.

Signals of the ECG and pulse transducer were fed into a

data acquisition system (PowerLab; ADInstruments) with

and without amplification, and were then viewed using

Chart 7 software (ADInstruments). The digitalized signals

were stored on the computer hard disc for later off-line

analysis. Data analysis was performed using the Chart 7

software.

From the recorded ECG signals, R–R intervals were

measured and the instantaneous HR was calculated. From

the pulse transducer waveform, pulse wave amplitude

within a cardiac cycle was measured. Heart rate and pulse

wave amplitude recorded 60 s before heat stimulation were

averaged and were considered baseline values for these

measures. The HR and pulse wave amplitude responses to

heat stimulation were smoothed by calculating 10-s mov-

ing averages (with triangular weighting). The maximal

changes during the 46 �C thermal stimulation period (45 s)

were determined as differences (Dbpm or DV) with respect

to HR and pulse wave amplitude baseline values.

Measurement of subjective pain intensity evoked

by heat stimulation

Subjective pain intensity induced by heat stimulation was

evaluated using a 0–10 VAS. On a 10-cm line drawn on a

card, the number ‘‘0’’ was written on one end and ‘‘10’’ was

written on the other end. The definitions of 0 and 10 were

‘‘no pain’’ and ‘‘the most severe pain imaginable’’,

respectively. The intensity of pain was marked on this line

by participants, and the previous VAS recorded was cov-

ered. Subjective pain intensity was evaluated after the

thermode temperature had returned to 33 �C. The distance

from the number ‘‘0’’ was measured for quantification.

Statistical analysis

The values of all parameters were averaged across two

trials (see ‘‘Design overview’’ and Fig. 1b) separately for

each set of conditions (pre-, touch, and post-) and each

session (microcones and a flat disc). The averages were

J Physiol Sci (2012) 62:343–350 345
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compared statistically. The autonomic responses were then

expressed as % of pre-touch values. For statistical analysis,

Prism 5 software (GraphPad Software; La Jolla, CA, USA)

was used. All parameters were tested using one-way

repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed

by Dunnett’s test. The statistical significance level was set

at 5 %. Data were expressed as mean ± standard error of

the mean, unless otherwise stated.

Results

Nineteen of 20 participants completed the experiment. One

participant was excluded due to dysfunction of the heat

stimulation device temperature control. Analyses were

performed on data obtained from the 19 completing study

participants.

Control responses to heat stimulation before touch

As shown in Fig. 2a, b, HR and pulse wave amplitude were

changed by heat stimulation. The peak of such changes was

usually observed during 46 �C heat stimulation.

When all pre-touch control trials were summarized, of

76 data points (2 trials 9 2 sessions 9 19 participants),

HR increased in 59 observations (range of change: ?1 to

?22 bpm), decreased in 16 observations (range of change:

-1 to -7 bpm), and did not change in 1 observation. Heart

rate responses were consistent (increase or decrease) in the

consecutive two trials before touch, while in one partici-

pant HR decreased in the first trial and increased in the

second trial with a similar magnitude of change. The pulse

wave amplitude decreased during heat stimulation in 69

trials (range of change: -0.0023 to -0.33 V). In 7 of 76

pre-touch trials, the amplitude increased (range of change:

?0.025 to ?0.19 V). Changes in the pulse wave amplitude

were consistent (decrease or increase) in two trials before

touch, except for one participant whose pulse wave

amplitude decreased in the first trial and increased in the

second trial. Heat stimulation induced pain in all partici-

pants (range of VAS scores: 4.3–9.7 on the 0–10 scale), but

all participants were able to tolerate the pain.

There were no differences in basal resting HR or pulse

wave amplitude (Tables 1, 2), or in heat stimulation-

induced changes in HR (Dbpm) and pulse wave amplitude

(DV) and VAS (Table 3) before application of cutaneous

stimulation tools.

The effect of touch with the microcone tool

In the example shown in Fig. 2a, heat-induced changes in

HR and pulse wave amplitude attenuated by touch with the

microcone stimulation tool and the effects continued even

after the touch was terminated. The VAS score decreased

during the touch but returned to the pre-touch level after

the touch was discontinued.

The effects of microcone stimulation tool touch on

autonomic responses and VAS are presented for individu-

als in Fig. 3a–c and summarized in Fig. 4a–c. In the

majority of participants, autonomic responses were inhib-

ited during the touch (Fig. 3a, b). The group data showed

that the heat-induced HR response was significantly

inhibited by 21.6 ± 8.3 % during the touch (p \ 0.05) and

it tended to remain lower after the touch than the pre-touch

level (by 11.8 ± 10.1 %, not significant, n.s.) (Fig. 4a).

Heat-induced changes in pulse wave amplitude were also

significantly inhibited during the touch (by 27.1 ± 7.5 %,

p \ 0.01), continuing after the touch was ended (by

Fig. 2 Specimen records of

heart rate (HR) and pulse wave

amplitude (pulse) changes in

response to heat stimulation for

touch with microcones (a) and

flat disc (b). Values listed

between 0 and 10 are actual

visual analog scale (VAS)

scores recorded following heat

stimulation. The data presented

in (a) and (b) were obtained

from different individuals
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28.2 ± 8.3 %, p \ 0.01) (Fig. 4b). There were four par-

ticipants whose VAS scores decreased over 1 cm either

during (n = 2) or after (n = 2) the touch (Fig. 3c); how-

ever, there was no significant change for the overall pop-

ulation (6.88 ± 0.3 pre-touch; 6.74 ± 0.3 during touch;

6.78 ± 0.3 post-touch, n.s.) (Fig. 4c).

The effect of touch with the flat disc tool

In the individual participant’s data shown in Fig. 2b, touch

with the flat disc stimulation tool did not influence heat-

induced HR change and VAS, while basal levels of HR and

pulse wave amplitude decreased and pulse wave amplitude

response to heat stimulation was attenuated.

The effects of touch with the flat disc tool on autonomic

responses and VAS scores are presented for individual

changes in Fig. 3d–f and are summarized for the overall

subject population in Fig. 4d–f. There were no constant

trends of changes in heat-induced autonomic responses,

since an inhibition was observed in half of the subject

population during the touch and an exaggeration was seen

in the remaining subjects (Fig. 3d, e). In contrast to the

effects of microcone touch, touch with the flat disc

increased the mean value of heat-induced changes in HR

(by 29.3 ± 24.8 % during touch; 8.5 ± 18.2 % post-

touch) (Fig. 4d) and pulse wave amplitude (by

6.8 ± 11.6 % during touch; 20.5 ± 23.4 % post-touch)

(Fig. 4e). However, these changes were not statistically

significant. VAS scores were not influenced by the touch

(6.84 ± 0.2 pre-touch; 6.75 ± 0.2 during touch;

6.70 ± 0.3 post-touch, n.s.) (Fig. 4f).

The effect of touch on basal level of heart rate and pulse

wave amplitude

As shown in Tables 1 and 2, basal HR and pulse wave

amplitude (i.e., before heat stimulation) were not influ-

enced by either type of touch; however, basal HR

decreased after touch with the flat disc compared with pre-

touch values.

Discussion

The present study examined the effect of gentle mechanical

cutaneous stimulation (touch) on autonomic responses and

subjective pain intensity induced by a noxious heat stim-

ulus in conscious humans. With two types of cutaneous

stimulation tools (microcones and a flat disc), experiments

were performed in a cross-over, double-blind, randomized

manner. The results showed that there was no difference in

perception induced by the cutaneous stimulation tools;

however, heat-induced autonomic responses (HR and dig-

ital pulse wave) were inhibited by touch with microcones,

but not with the flat disc. This result was consistent with a

previous study performed on anesthetized rats [7]. On the

other hand, there was no significant change in subjective

pain intensity in human subjects. The present results sug-

gest that an inhibitory mechanism on nociceptive trans-

mission to evoke autonomic responses in conscious

humans can be activated by touch, independent of sensa-

tion and cognition.

Autonomic nervous function is significantly influenced

by psychological factors. However, noxious somatosensory

stimulation induces responses of various organs in animals

and humans where psychological influence is excluded

[10–13]. For example, it has been demonstrated that nox-

ious heat stimulation induces cardiovascular responses in

animals under anesthesia [14–16] and human subjects

during sleep [11], indicating that there are neural reflex

pathways to evoke autonomic responses to somatosensory

stimulation apart from psychological factors. The present

cardiovascular responses to heat stimulation applied to the

plantar foot are presumably a supraspinal response inte-

grated in the brain stem, based on findings from animal

studies [10, 17–19]. As the present study performed

experiments on conscious humans, it is not possible to

Table 1 Basal heart rate

Pre-touch During touch Post-touch

Microcones (bpm) 57.7 ± 1.8 57.8 ± 1.8 57.5 ± 1.8

Flat disc (bpm) 58.7 ± 2.0 57.6 ± 1.8 57.1 ± 1.7**

n = 19 for each measure. Values are expressed as mean ± standard

error of the mean

bpm beat per minute

** p \ 0.01 versus pre-touch value; tested by one-way repeated

measures ANOVA, followed by Dunnett’s multiple comparison test

Table 2 Basal amplitude of pulse wave

Pre-touch During touch Post-touch

Microcones (V) 0.27 ± 0.05 0.26 ± 0.05 0.24 ± 0.05

Flat disc (V) 0.34 ± 0.06 0.31 ± 0.06 0.29 ± 0.05

n = 19 for each measure. Values are expressed as mean ± standard

error of the mean

V volt

Table 3 Heat induced-autonomic responses and subjective pain

intensity recorded before touch

HR (Dbpm) Pulse (DV) VAS (/10)

Microcones 5.8 ± 0.9 0.089 ± 0.02 6.9 ± 0.3

Flat disc 5.4 ± 0.8 0.080 ± 0.02 6.8 ± 0.2

n = 19 for each measure. Values are expressed as mean ± standard

error of the mean
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exclude the influence of affective changes due to pain.

However, because the intensity of subjective pain sensation

did not change with either type of touch, it is thought that

autonomic response changes were not mediated by recog-

nition and identification of pain. Dissociation between pain

perception and autonomic responses has also been repor-

ted, where the perceived intensity of experimental pain

reported by male participants was influenced by the

experimenter’s gender while the autonomic responses were

not affected [20]. Hence, it is assumed that touch with the

microcone tool inhibited the nociceptive transmission in

somato-cardiovascular reflex pathways and consequently

heat-induced cardiovascular responses, similar to that seen

in anesthetized animals.

In anesthetized rats, the inhibitory effect on the auto-

nomic reflex was dependent on the location of the touch

[7]. The effect of touch with microcones was greatest when

the touch was applied to the ipsilateral and closer derma-

tome to the electrical stimulation. Based on the result of

that study, the present study applied the touch on the

ipsilateral and closer dermatome to different innervations

from the location of heat stimulation. Thus, it is unlikely

that nociceptive transmission in the peripheral afferent

nerve was blocked by collision. Further similarities to the

previous results [7] are that the effect of touch with mi-

crocones persisted after the touch was discontinued, the

inhibitory effects on autonomic responses were different

based on the type of touch, and basal levels of cardiovas-

cular function were not affected by touch with microcones.

A characteristic of autonomic nervous function is that

efferent nerves have tonic activity. If tonus was reduced by

touch and autonomic responses to heat stimulation were

consequently attenuated, the basal HR and pulse wave

amplitude should have decreased. However, basal values

did not significantly change in response to touch with mi-

crocones in the present study. Therefore, it was thought

that the nociceptive transmission in autonomic reflex

ascending pathways was inhibited by microcone touch, and

autonomic responses to heat stimulation were subsequently

inhibited.

In contrast to touch with microcones, touch with the flat

disc tool did not influence heat-induced autonomic

responses. This may be attributed to differences in excited

sensory receptors and induced sensory afferent responses.

Fig. 3 Changes in heart rate (DHR) (a, d), pulse wave amplitude

(Dpulse) (b, e), and visual analog scale (VAS) (c, f) in response to heat

stimulation before, during, and after touch with microcones and flat

disc. Each line indicates individual data (n = 19). Data of autonomic

responses are expressed as changes with respect to pre-touch values

(%)

Fig. 4 Averages of changes in heart rate (DHR) (a, d), pulse wave

amplitude (Dpulse) (b, e), and visual analog scale (VAS) (c, f) in

response to heat stimulation before, during, and after touch with

microcones and flat disc, expressed as mean ± standard error of the

mean. *p \ 0.05, **p \ 0.01 versus pre-touch value, tested by one-

way repeated measures ANOVA, followed by Dunnett’s multiple

comparison test
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In our previous study [7], it was found that touch with

microcones excites low threshold cutaneous mechanore-

ceptors (\4 mN) and induces low frequency activity

(\4 Hz) of Ab, Ad, and C fibers. Although responses of

cutaneous mechanoreceptive units to touch with a flat disc

have not been examined, it could be presumed that excited

sensory receptors and induced sensory afferent response

are different as the texture of the skin contact surface is

different. There is supporting evidence to our presumption

that responses of mechanoreceptive afferent units are

influenced by the texture of skin contact surface [21], and

low-threshold mechanoreceptive C-fiber units are particu-

larly responsive to slow stroking on the skin surface [22].

The microcones may vibrate across the skin due to par-

ticipant’s slight movement (including arterial pulsation)

[7]. Thus, it was supposed that a difference in the texture of

the touching objects (between microcones and flat disc)

resulted in different effects on heat-induced autonomic

responses.

Heat-induced autonomic responses were inhibited by

touch with microcones, but pain intensity was not signifi-

cantly influenced in the present study. There are two pos-

sible reasons for these findings. Firstly, it was thought that

different groups of neurons which send nociceptive infor-

mation to different brain areas were affected differently by

the touch. The neurons in the spinal cord are divided

functionally into subpopulations that project nociceptive

information to different brain areas related to pain per-

ception, emotion, and autonomic responses [23–26]. Pro-

jection of nociceptive information to the thalamus is sent to

the cerebral cortex and associated with perception and

recognition of pain. However, a group of neurons pro-

jecting from the spinal cord to the ventrolateral medulla,

where the cardiovascular center is located, is different from

those going to the thalamus [24]. Therefore, it was assumed

that, since touch with microcones inhibited nociceptive

transmission to neurons projecting to brain areas associated

with autonomic responses, only autonomic responses were

inhibited. Secondly, VAS scoring is a means to evaluate

the subjective aspects of pain; however, it has been

reported that, by conditioning the participant, belief can

influence the perception of pain despite the temperature of

heat stimulation [27]. In the present study, because an

explanation was given prior to the experiment that heat

stimulation at ‘‘a similar temperature’’ would be applied, it

was suspected that this might influence the participant’s

perception of pain. Thus, autonomic responses might be

more sensitive to touch than subjective pain perception

under the present experimental conditions.

The present study showed that touch with the microcone

tool inhibited the heat-induced autonomic responses by

approximately 20 % of pre-touch levels. A similar extent

of inhibition of the somato-cardiac sympathetic C-reflex

was observed by administration of a chemical substance,

and this chemical treatment also reduced chronic pain [28].

Hyperexcitability of sympathetic nerves is thought to be

associated with pain chronicity [29]. Therefore, such a

form of gentle cutaneous stimulation may be helpful for

preventing chronic pain by inhibition of autonomic

responses to noxious stimuli and could be useful as a

potential therapeutic tool. This presumption is consistent

with a clinical finding that the application of the cutaneous

stimulation tool with microcones reduces chronic pain

(Mukaino, unpublished observation).

Conclusion

The present study demonstrated that gentle mechanical

cutaneous stimulation inhibited autonomic responses to

heat stimulation, depending on the texture of the surface of

the stimulation tools, while a difference in the texture of

applied cutaneous stimulation tool was not distinguished.

This result, where autonomic responses were inhibited only

by the cutaneous stimulation tool with microcones, is

consistent with our previous study performed on anesthe-

tized animals. Therefore, it was concluded that an inhibi-

tion of autonomic responses to noxious stimulation by

gentle mechanical cutaneous stimulation could occur

independent of sensation and cognition.
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